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Abstract

In concatenative text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis systems unit
selection aims to reduce the number of concatenation points in
the synthesized speech and make concatenation joins as
smooth as possible.

This research considers synthesis of completely new
utterances from non-uniform units, whereby the most
appropriate units, according to acoustic and phonetic criteria,
are selected from a myriad of similar speech database
candidates. A Viterbi-style algorithm dynamically selects the
most suitable database units from a large speech database by
considering concatenation and target costs. Concatenation
costs are derived from mel filter bank amplitudes, whereas
target costs are considered in terms of the phonemic and
phonetic properties of required units.

Within subjects and between subjects ANOVA [9] evaluation
of listeners’ scores showed that the TTS system with this
method of unit selection was preferred in 52% of test
sentences.

1. Introduction

In recent years, unit selection-based concatenative TTS
synthesis systems have become the focus of attention of many
researchers in the speech synthesis field.

Researchers have long been trying to improve the naturalness
of the synthesized speech by increasing the length of basic
units used for concatenation, from demi-phones [6], diphones
[1], triphones, syllables, words to variable length or non-
uniform units [2]. The unit selection process in current speech
synthesizers is based on some type of dynamic programming
[10] that selects from the speech database units with minimal
cost functions. Selection of units from large speech corpora
was achieved by considering target and concatenation cost
functions [6, 1]. Past research considered unit selection using
only linguistic and phonological data [2, 7] or a combination
of phonological and acoustic signal information [1, 4]. Mel
frequency cepstral coefficients have been most widely used as
representatives of the signal’s acoustic data. Some researchers
have also concentrated on integrating prosodic characteristics
of speech segments into the unit selection process [8].

In concatenative TTS systems using large speech corpora the
main difficulties for the unit selection process are: selecting a
desired unit from a myriad of similar units and joining the
selected units in the way that is most consistent with acoustic
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uditory perception of speech. The most important factors
it selection are: distance measures used for capturing
stic information of the target input text and acoustic
a of speech signals stored in the database, search
thm and the speech database. This research concentrates
 first two factors.

paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes cost
ons used in the proposed unit selection.  The system
 is given in section 3 and the unit selection method is

ined in section 4. The ANOVA experimental evaluation
tailed in section 5.  Finally, sections 6 and 7 give
sions and considerations for future work.

2.  Cost Functions

unctions often employed in unit selection algorithms are
ed in [1, 3, 4].  

is research, unit selection considers target and
tenation costs using acoustic and phonetic information of
tored in the speech database.

y target input text {t1, t2, t3,,...tn} target costs represent a
e of similarity between target phonemes in the input text,
nd available units in the speech database, ui.
tenation costs measure the smoothness of the
tenation join between successive speech units selected
the database.  Unit selection costs, which seek to
ize the sum of total costs, Ctotal, across a sequence of n
phonemes, are therefore given by the equation (1):
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, Cc are concatenation costs and Ct are target costs.

tenation costs between successive candidate units, ui

i-1 are derived from acoustic feature vectors containing
y mel filter bank amplitude channels.  Phonemic identity
honetic neighbouring context are employed in target
in order to find a database unit, ui, which is most similar
thesizeable target unit, ti.  For each phoneme in the

 input text concatenation and target costs are used to:
 pool of candidate units from the entire speech database,
elect from the pool of candidate units speech segments
in at the lowest total costs as shown in Figure 1.



Figure 1: Schematic representation of unit selection costs

3. The System Design

The underlining speech database consists of de-contextualized
recorded speech by a professional female North American
speaker. The extensive database coverage ensures that at least
one database candidate unit for every target phoneme can be
found in the database.

3.1 Phoneme Context Tree

Speech units are organized in a phoneme context tree similar
to the design used in [2].

The context tree has three levels – level 0 contains phone
units; levels 1 and 2 hold units with wider phonetic context in
relation to phones at level 0. Level 1, holds triphones (central
phone with left and right neighbouring phones). Level 2
widens the context of triphones from level 1 by storing one
extra phone on either side of the triphone i.e. a central phone,
two phones preceding and two phones following the central
phone. Figure 2 is a graphical representation of a small
section of the phoneme context tree.

Figure 2: Organization of Speech Units in the Context Tree

Each tree node in the phoneme context tree holds acoustic,
prosodic and phonetic feature vectors associated with
individual phone segments.

4. Unit Selection

The objective of the unit selection method is to extract and
select speech units from the speech database that best match
the phonetic and prosodic environment of the target input text

},...,,,{ 4321 nttttt .

Unit selection is carried out in two stages. The first stage
deals with the target costs as discussed in section 2. The entire
phoneme context tree is searched for units whose phonetic
neighbouring context with respect to the central phone
corresponds to the phonetic context of the phoneme in the
target input text. Examining tree units at the quinphone level
ensures that allophonic variations of the required central
phone are taken into consideration during unit selection. The
first stage of the unit selection process produces a pool of
database candidate units, consisting of left diphones, right
diphones, triphones and phones. The number of possible
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Two c
if the
first p
ase candidates returned from the context tree search
ds on the database coverage. Phones are considered only
left diphones, right diphones or triphones are present in
ee. The motivation behind this is that diphones and
nes are better at capturing the coarticulation effects of
eceding and following phones. Consequently, spectral
tinuities are less noticeable in the speech synthesis
on units longer than a phone, as can be seen in Figure 3.

re 3: Narrowband spectrograms for synthesized speech;
e units (image on the left), non-uniform units (image in
middle) and normal speech (image on the right) for the

word ‘boulevard’

econd stage in the unit selection process selects from the
of candidate units only those units that can be joined
er at lowest concatenation costs. The distance metric
for finding the difference between pairs of candidate
and the Viterbi algorithm used for the selection of units
scribed in the next two sections.

Calculating Local Distances from Mel Filter Bank
itudes

lculate local distance costs between the mel filter bank
els of two adjoining candidate units the Euclidean
ion (2) is used,
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k is the number of mel filter bank channels, l and r are
nd right candidate units in a pair of units, mfbcontext
ents the context of the candidate unit (e.g. a triphone has
central and right mfbcontext). The mel filter bank
tude values for mfbcontext depend on whether the
date unit is a triphone, left diphone, right diphone or a
. For example, to consider distance costs for
tenating a triphone and a phone, we find the Euclidean
ce between the triphone’s right mel filter banks and the
’s central mel filter banks. The right database candidate
, corresponds to target ti, but the left database candidate,
correspond to targets ti-1 or ti-2 from the target input text,
ding on the available units in the pool of candidate units.

distance costs are accumulated along the path of
ssive units. The Viterbi-style algorithm, as described in
xt section, searches through units with minimum local
ce costs and selects the ones that can be concatenated at
um global cost.

iterbi-style Search

andidate units can be merged at low concatenation costs
last phone of the first candidate unit is the same as the
hone of the second candidate unit. Synthesized speech



where speech segments were joined by overlapping the
adjoining phones displays fewer spectral and audible
discontinuities than the speech synthesized when abutting
speech segments (in Figure 3, the left image shows abutted
phones, whereas in the non-uniform synthesis (image in the
middle) the adjoining units were overlapped). Table 1 shows
a very small group of possible database candidates for target
sequence /#l � k/ where t1 = /#/, t2 = /l/, t3 = / � /, t4 = /k/ (N.B.
/#/ represents silence). Different cell shadings indicate which
database candidate units are expected to merge at low
concatenation costs. For example, candidate units in
diagonally shaded cells for t3 are likely to incur low
concatenation costs when merged with database candidates
from the diagonally shaded cells for t2 and t1. Local distance
costs are calculated between database candidates that are
likely to produce low concatenation costs based on their
phonetic environment.

Table 1: Database candidates that can be merged at low
concatenation costs

All candidate units in the pool of database candidates are
placed into a Viterbi matrix. Accumulated local distances are
calculated between database units (ui, ui-1) and (ui, ui-2)
depending on their phonetic context, and minimum
accumulated local distances are recorded in the Viterbi matrix.
The task of the Viterbi algorithm is to backtrack through the
Viterbi matrix and return an optimal global path showing
which units can be joined at the lowest global concatenation
costs.

The steps in the Viterbi search implemented here are outlined
below:
o For each target phoneme in the target input text the entire

database is searched for possible candidate units;
o All candidate units are labeled with a left diphone, a right

diphone, a triphone or, in absence of diphones and
triphones, a phone label accordingly;

o For successive target phonemes and depending on the
candidate unit’s label the Euclidean distance is calculated
between the adjoining phone segments for all available
database candidates utilizing the amplitude values stored
in twenty mel filter bank channels; minimum local
Euclidean distances are stored in the Viterbi matrix.

o Local Euclidean distances are accumulated across the
sequence of the target input text keeping record of units
along the path.

o The optimal global path is generated by backtracking
through the Viterbi matrix and selecting candidate units
with minimum concatenation costs.

Figure 4 is an illustration of possible selection paths for the
target input text ‘look at’ ( /l � k � t/ ) where t1 = /#/, t2 = /l/, t3 =
/ � /, t4 = /k/, t5 = /æ/ and t6 = /t/ ; row headings triphone, left
diphone, right diphone and phone indicate possible database
candidates. The optimal Viterbi path is shown as a solid line in
Figure 4.
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candidates.

5. Evaluation

he purpose of the experimental evaluation twenty
ces were synthesized using our own unit selection
d (referred to hereafter as synthesizer A) and a reference
sizer (referred to hereafter as synthesizer B). Thirteen

ers evaluated each sentence according to ease of listening
telligibility and naturalness of the synthesized speech on
ale of 1 to 5, 1 being bad and 5 being excellent. All
ers were native English speakers with no known hearing
ms. The listeners listened to pairs of sentences, which

randomized per synthesizer. Both synthesizers used the
underlining speech corpus and voice.

ency distributions of scores for synthesizers A and B are
ted in Table 2. Figure 5 gives a comparison of mean
for three evaluation test types per synthesizer.

Synthesizer A Synthesizer B
Evaluation
Scores

Freq.
Distr.

%
Distr.

Freq.
Distr.

%
Distr.

2 9 1.2 14 1.8
3 142 18.2 152 19.5
4 346 44.4 360 46.2
5 283 36.3 254 32.6
TOTAL 780 100 780 100
le 2: Frequency distribution of scores per synthesizer

Evaluation Scores for Speech Synthesized by Two Synthesizers
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re 5: Comparison of Intelligibility, Listening Effort and
Naturalness scores for two synthesizers.

e-way within subjects ANOVA with three levels
ligibility, listening effort and naturalness) was performed
aluation scores for each synthesizer. It was found that
ences between the means for the three test types in
sizer A were significant at 95% and 99% confidence
. Our value of F(2,777) = 54.52 exceeds the critical
of 3.01 alpha [.05] and 6.97 alpha [.01], p <0.0001. The

test [9] was used to make pairwise comparisons
en the means for intelligibility, listening effort and
lness. The mean differences for intelligibility v
lness = 0.59, and listening effort v naturalness = 0.54

d the Tukey HSD critical values at 95% and 99%



confidence levels. The Tukey test revealed no significant
difference between intelligibility and listening effort for the
synthesizer A.

The differences between the mean scores for the three test
types for synthesizer B were also found to be significant.
F(2,777)=54.04, p<0.0001. The mean differences for
intelligibility v naturalness = 0.58, for listening effort v
naturalness = 0.55 exceed the Tukey HSD critical values at
95% and 99% confidence levels. The Tukey test revealed no
significant difference between intelligibility and listening
effort.

The collected data suggests that listeners are capable of
differentiating between intelligibility and naturalness as well
as listening effort and naturalness but that they cannot
differentiate well between intelligibility and listening effort.

The between subjects ANOVA was performed on the scores
collected to ascertain whether there is a significant difference
between the two synthesizers. The calculated statistic
F(1,518) = 1.26 and the estimated p-value < 0.26 at 95%
confidence level suggests there is not a statistically significant
difference between the intelligibility sample means for the two
synthesizers. Based on a 95% confidence level, the estimated
p-value < 0.03 for naturalness, p<0.41 for listening effort, and
p<0.26 for intelligibility do not exceed the critical value
F(1,518)=3.86 suggesting that there is no statistically
significant difference between intelligibility, listening effort
and naturalness of the two synthesizers.

Listeners’ preference scores revealed that the synthesizer A
had 136 votes (52%), synthesizer B 102 votes (39%) and on
22 counts (9%) both synthesizer were judged the same.

6. Conclusions

This paper presented a novel unit selection method based on a
Viterbi-style algorithm using variable length units and
acoustic and phonetic information stored in the large speech
database. Phonetic and phonological environment of the
target phonemes in the target input text were crucial to
creating a pool of possible database candidates from the entire
speech database. Smoother concatenations of successive
speech units were achieved by calculating Euclidean distances
between mel filter bank amplitude channels of the adjoining
candidate segments. Considering database candidate units
with a wider phonetic context ensured that allophonic
variations of the central phone in the candidate unit were
catered for.

The within and between subjects ANOVA revealed that the
synthesis with our unit selection was not significantly different
from the high quality reference system, but the listeners’
preference scores showed significant preference for the speech
synthesized by our unit selection method.

The length of candidate units selected from the speech
database is heavily influenced by the speech database and its
design. The final synthesized speech may contain sequences
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ed speech sequence but the length of such subsets in the
sized speech is determined by the recorded database
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7. Further Work

e work will be looking into database design
ntrating on syllables and phonetic and stress
nment within which they appear. The intention is to

lement the current unit selection method with
segmental information contained in longer units, and
 a selection of units from a much closer examination of
tic and linguistic (particularly lexical and semantic) data.
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